One day Ryan walked into the forest and saw a bull. “Wow” said Ryan, “What will I call him? I know what I’m going to will call him-DJ.” Ryan put a rope around the bull’s neck. “Let’s go to my stadium,” said Ryan. The bull happily followed.

“Here we are DJ, let’s see what you can do!” Ryan took out his red cape and said “Come and run DJ”. But then it started to rain. ZAP! “What just happen? I feel weird,” gasped Ryan. “What am I going to do now?” Ryan looked up and saw the red cape blowing in the wind.

“I know what to “ said DJ, “I want to run at that cape!”. Ryan’s legs and arms were now powerful because the lighting had changed him into the bull. He dragged his back leg in the dust. Then he run as fast as he could. Just as he hit the red cape a second flash of lighting burst from the sky. ZAP!

“Oh no I’m back to normal!” said Ryan. As he looked up from the cape, he saw the bull running away. “Good bye DJ I hope we might meet again.”
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